
Virtual
Interactive Instructor-Led Course

PROVEN SOLUTIONS 
IN MAINTENANCE 
AND RELIABILITY
Proven to Help You Improve 
Performance and Reduce Costs

In your organization, is Maintenance considered “a necessary evil”? Are you tired of 
fighting the cycle of reactivity where everyday is bombarded with unplanned emergencies 
that create downtime and other losses? Are you new to the Maintenance role and are 
trying to put together a strategy for improvement? Attend this course to learn the needed 
components necessary for a proactive Reliability-Centered culture. Components like roles 
and responsibilities, real Maintenance Planning and Scheduling, materials management, 
Maintenance Supervision (not from behind a desk), and much more.

No travel costs incurred

Interact directly with your instructor

Have questions answered immediately

Breakout sessions with peers

Interactive exercises to enhance learning

Built-in games to make your learning 
experience fun

This virtual interactive instructor-led course is 

NOT just a standard course presented as a 

webinar. This virtual course is a truly 

interactive experience that gives you the 

opportunity to network with your peers 

through course breakout sessions, built-in 

exercises and enhanced learning.

Why Virtual Interactive Instructor-Led Learning?

It’s About Your Success!
www.PeopleandProcesses.com Visit https://bit.ly/VPSMR or call 843-814-3795



Virtual
Interactive Instructor-Led Course

PROVEN SOLUTIONS IN MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY 

POWERFUL SEMINAR
The Maintenance and Reliability Best Practices in your organization impact the level of health, safety, 
environmental, and operational capacity. Do you recognize that upwards of 70% of all failures are self-induced, 
either from items like poor maintenance practices, operational errors, sales commitments, and so on?

Interestingly, reliability is not just a Maintenance issue. It takes the entire organization to ensure equipment 
reliability, not just Maintenance. It takes engineering, operations, purchasing, materials management, 
sales, marketing, and executive leadership to create a proactive reliability-centered culture. Not only is the
cost of unreliable equipment high, there is the cost of those Maintenance resources required to do the work, 
typically the most expensive hourly employees.

Are you maximizing their value to the organization? Is the organization effectively planning and scheduling 
their work to maximize their efficiencies? If you want your operation to enjoy the satisfaction of having all 
entities pulling in the same direction, rather than pointing fingers in the “blame game”; then this intensive 
3-day workshop will help you achieve your goal.

Designed to help you optimize the value of your maintenance operation, this interactive program will boost 
your understanding of maintenance and reliability principles, outline the performance roadmap that you need 
to drive improvements, and equip you with the tools and knowledge to develop a plan of improvement which 
you can immediately begin to apply on your return to the workplace. within the organization.

People and Processes’ virtual interactive instructor-led courses 
offer a truly unique learning experience. The virtual interactive 
environment allows our dedicated practitioners to customize 
the trainings to fit your needs, while using a hands-on training 
approach. At People and Processes, Inc. we work tirelessly to 
provide you with real-world solutions, leading you to be more 
successful when you put your training into action.

Expect More from People and Processes, Inc.

It’s About Your Success!
www.PeopleandProcesses.com

Continuing Education (CEU’s): Once you have successfully completed this course, you will be rewarded 2.1 CEUs from the 
University of Tennessee Reliability and Maintainability Center.
Cancellation/Refunds: Please view our policy online at www.peopleandprocesses.com/cancellation-policy

Visit https://bit.ly/VPSMR or call 843-814-3795

Learn More Here


